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Abstract Artificial neural networks now have a long history as major techniques in computational intelligence with a wide range of applications for learning from data. There are many methods developed and applied so far, from multiplayer perceptrons (MLP) to the recent ones being deep neural networks and deep learning machines based on spiking neural networks. The paper addresses a main question for researchers and practitioners: Having data and a problem in hand, which method would be most suitable to create a model from the data and to efficiently solve the problem? In order to answer this question, the paper reviews the main features of the most popular neural network methods and then lists examples of applications already published and referenced. The methods include: simple MLP; hybrid systems; neuro-fuzzy systems; deep neural networks; spiking neural networks; quantum inspired evolutionary computation methods for network parameter optimization; deep learning neural networks and brain-like deep learning machines. The paper covers both methods and their numerous applications for data modelling, predictive systems, data mining, pattern recognition, across application areas of engineering, health, robotics, security, finances, etc. It concludes with recommendations on which method would be more suitable to use, depending on the data and the problems in hand, in order to create efficient information technologies across application domains.
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1 Artificial neural networks and hybrid systems

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are computational models that mimic the nervous system in its main function of adaptive learning and generalization. ANNs are universal computational models. One of the most popular artificial neuron models is the McCulloch and Pitts neuron developed in 1943 (Figure 1a). It was used in early ANNs such as Perceptron [1] and multilayer perceptron [2-5] – a simple example is given in Figure 1b.
These ANN are suitable when trained on a small scale static (vector-based) data, but are not adaptive to new data and in most cases they are ‘black boxes’ – they do not reveal internal structures in the data to be used to extract new knowledge. Optimal structures of ANNs are difficult to design.

(a) A simple artificial neuron.  
(b) An example of a simple ANN.

Fig. 1 Examples of simple artificial neuron models

In order to incorporate human knowledge into an intelligent system, an ANN module can be combined with a rule-based module in the same system. The rules can be fuzzy rules as a partial case [6, 7]. An exemplar system is shown in Figure 2, where, at a lower level, an ANN module predicts the next day value of a stock index and, at a higher level, a fuzzy reasoning module combines the predicted values with some macro-economic variables, using the following types of fuzzy rules [8]:

IF <the module stock predicted by the ANN is high> AND <the economic situation is good>  
THEN <buy stock>  

Fig. 2 A hybrid ANN-fuzzy rule-based expert system for financial decision support [8]

Hybrid systems can also use crisp propositional rules, along with fuzzy rules [9]. The hybrid systems from Figure 2 are suitable to use when decision rules are available to integrate with data.

Another group of ANN methods can be used not only to learn from data, but to extract rules from a trained ANN and/or insert rules into an ANN as initialization.
procedure. These are the neuro-fuzzy systems as discussed in the next section on the case of the evolving connectionist systems (ECOS).

2 Neuro-fuzzy and evolving connectionist systems

2.1 The principles of neuro-fuzzy and evolving connectionist systems

The integration of neural networks and fuzzy systems into one ANN attracted many researchers. The integration of fuzzy rules into a single neuron model and then into larger neural network structures, tightly coupling learning and fuzzy reasoning rules into connectionists structures, was initiated by Professor Takeshi Yamakawa and other Japanese scientists [10]. Many models of fuzzy neural networks were developed based on these principles [8, 11, 12].

In the evolving connectionist systems (ECOS) these ideas were developed further, where instead of training a fixed connectionist structure, the structure and its functionality are evolving from incoming data, often in an online, one-pass learning mode [12-16].

ECOS are modular connectionist based systems that evolve their structure and functionality in a continuous, self-organized, online, adaptive, interactive way from incoming information [13]. They can process both data and knowledge in a supervised and/or unsupervised way. ECOS learn local models from data through clustering of the data and associating a local output function for each cluster represented in a connectionist structure. They can learn incrementally single data items or chunks of data and also incrementally change their input features [15, 17]. Elements of ECOS have been proposed as part of the classical neural network models, such as Self-Organizing Maps, Radial Basis Functions, Fuzzy ARTMap, growing neural gas, neuro-fuzzy systems, Resource Allocation Network (for a review see [17]). Other ECOS models, along with their applications, have been reported in [18] and [19].

The principle of ECOS is based on local learning – neurons are allocated as centers of data clusters and the system creates local models in these clusters. Fuzzy clustering, as a means to create local knowledge-based systems, was stimulated by the pioneering work of Bezdek, Yager, and Filev [20, 21].

To summarize, the following are the main principles of ECOS as stated in [13]:

1. Fast learning from large amount of data, e.g. using “one-pass” training, starting with little prior knowledge;
2. Adaptation in real-time and in an on-line mode where new data is accommodated as it comes based on local learning;
3. “Open”, evolving structure, where new input variables (relevant to the task), new outputs (e.g. classes), new connections and neurons are added/evolved “on the fly”;
4. Both data learning and knowledge representation is facilitated in a comprehensive and flexible way, e.g., supervised learning, unsupervised learning, evolving clustering, “sleep” learning, forgetting/pruning, fuzzy rule insertion and extraction;
5. Active interaction with other ECOSs and with the environment in a multi-modal fashion;
6. Representing both space and time in their different scales, e.g., clusters of data, short- and long-term memory, age of data, forgetting, etc.;
System’s self-evaluation in terms of behavior, global error and success, and related knowledge representation.

Here the concept of ECOS is illustrated on two implementations: the evolving fuzzy neural network (EFuNN) [14] and the dynamic evolving neuro-fuzzy inference system (DENFIS) [16]. Examples of EFuNN and DENFIS are shown in Figure 3a and Figure 3b, respectively. In ECOS, clusters of data are created based on similarity between data samples either in the input space (this is the case in some of the ECOS models, e.g., DENFIS), or in both the input and output space (this is the case, e.g., in the EFuNN models). Samples (examples) that have a distance to an existing node (cluster center, rule node) less than a certain threshold are allocated to the same cluster. Samples that do not fit into existing clusters form new clusters. Cluster centers are continuously adjusted according to new data samples, and new clusters are created incrementally. ECOS learn from data and automatically create or update a local fuzzy model/function, e.g.:

\[ \text{IF} \ \text{data is in a fuzzy cluster } C_i > \ \text{THEN} \ \text{the model is } F_i > \]  

(2)

where \( F_i \) can be a fuzzy value, a logistic or linear regression function (Figure 3b) or ANN model [16, 17].

![a) An example of EFuNN model (from [14])

b) An example of DENFIS model (from [15] and [17])](image)

Fig. 3 Example implementations of ECOSs

The ECOS methods are realized as software modules as part of the free development system NeuCom (www.theneucom.com).

A special development of ECOS is transductive reasoning and personalized modelling. Instead of building a set of local models (i.e., prototypes) to cover the whole problem space and then use these models to classify/predict any new input vector, in transductive modelling for every new input vector, a new model is created based on selected nearest neighbor vectors from the available data. Such ECOS
models are the neuro-fuzzy inference system (NFI) and the transductive weighted NFI (TWNFI) [22]. In TWNFI, for every new input vector the neighborhood of closest data vectors is optimized using both the distance between the new vector and the neighboring ones and the weighted importance of the input variables, so that the error of the model is minimized in the neighborhood area [23].

2.2 A survey of neuro-fuzzy and ECOS-based methods

The following is a survey list of selected methods that use the ECOS principles (full publications and details are available from www.ieeexplore.ieee.org, Google Scholar and Scopus):

- Evolving Self-Organized Maps (ESOM) [24];
- Evolving Clustering Method (ECM) [25];
- Incremental feature learning in ECOS [26];
- Online ECOS optimization [27];
- Assessment of EFuNN accuracy for pattern recognition using data with different statistical distributions [28];
- Recursive clustering based on a Gustafson–Kessel algorithm [29];
- Using a map-based encoding to evolve plastic neural networks [30];
- Evolving Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy model based on switching to neighboring models [31];
- A soft computing based approach for modeling of chaotic time series [32];
- Uni-norm based evolving neural networks and approximation capabilities [33];
- Global, local and personalised modelling and profile discovery in Bioinformatics: An integrated approach [34];
- FLEXFIS: a robust incremental learning approach for evolving Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy models [35];
- Evolving fuzzy classifiers using different model architectures [36];
- RSPOP: Rough Set–Based Pseudo Outer-Product Fuzzy Rule Identification Algorithm [37];
- SOFMLS: Online self-organizing fuzzy modified least-squares network [38];
- On-Line Sequential Extreme Learning Machine [39];
- Finding features for real-time premature ventricular contraction detection using a fuzzy neural network system [40];
- Evolving fuzzy rule-based classifiers [41];
- A novel generic Hebbian ordering-based fuzzy rule base reduction approach to Mamdani neuro-fuzzy system [42];
- Implementation of fuzzy cognitive maps based on fuzzy neural network and application in prediction of time series [43];
- Backpropagation to train an evolving radial basis function neural network [44];
- Smooth transition autoregressive models and fuzzy rule-based systems: Functional equivalence and consequences [45];
- Development of an adaptive neuro-fuzzy classifier using linguistic hedges [M46];
A meta-cognitive sequential learning algorithm for neuro-fuzzy inference system [47];
- Meta-cognitive RBF network and its projection based learning algorithm for classification problems [48];
- SaFIN: A self-adaptive fuzzy inference network [49];
- A sequential learning algorithm for meta-cognitive neuro-fuzzy inference system for classification problems [50];
- Architecture for development of adaptive online prediction models [51];
- Clustering and co-evolution to construct neural network ensembles: An experimental study [52];
- Algorithms for real-time clustering and generation of rules from data [53];
- SAKM: Self-adaptive kernel machine – A kernel-based algorithm for online clustering [54];
- A BCM theory of meta-plasticity for online self-reorganizing fuzzy-associative learning [55];
- Evolutionary strategies and genetic algorithms for dynamic parameter optimization of evolving fuzzy neural networks [56];
- Incremental learning and model selection for radial basis function network through sleep learning [57];
- Interval-based evolving modeling [58];
- Evolving granular classification neural networks [59];
- Stability analysis for an online evolving neuro-fuzzy recurrent network [60];
- A TSK fuzzy inference algorithm for online identification [61];
- Design of experiments in neuro-fuzzy systems [62];
- EFuNNs ensembles construction using a clustering method and a co-evolutionary genetic algorithm [63];
- eT2FIS: An evolving type-2 neural fuzzy inference system [64];
- Designing radial basis function networks for classification using differential evolution [65];
- A meta-cognitive neuro-fuzzy inference system (McFIS) for sequential classification problems [66];
- An evolving fuzzy neural network based on the mapping of similarities [67];
- Incremental learning by heterogeneous bagging ensemble [68];
- Fuzzy associative conjuncted maps network [69];
- EFuNN ensembles construction using CONE with multi-objective GA [70].

2.3 Neuro-fuzzy and ECOS applications for AI

Based on the ECOS concepts and methods, sustained engineering applications have been developed, such as:
- Risk analysis and discovery of evolving economic clusters in Europe [71];
- Adaptive time series prediction for financial applications [72];
- Adaptive speech recognition [73];
- and others [17].

While the ECOS methods presented above use the McCulloch and Pitts model of a neuron (Figure 1a) and have been efficiently used for vector-based data, for rule extraction from data and for classification and prediction purposes, the further developed spiking neural networks (SNN) and evolving SNN (eSNN) architectures
use a spiking neuron model and spike information representation. Spike information representation accounts for time in the data and for changes in the data over time. This is where SNN can be chosen as preferred methods and used efficiently.

3 Spiking Neural Networks and the brain-like AI

3.1 Main principles, methods and examples of SNN and evolving SNN (eSNN)

A spiking neuron model receives input information represented as trains of spikes over time. When sufficient input information is accumulated in the membrane of the neuron, the neuron’s post synaptic potential exceeds a threshold and the neuron emits a spike at its axon (Figure 4).

Some of the state-of-the-art models of a spiking neuron include: early models by Hodgkin and Huxley [74]; more recent models by Maas, Gerstner, Kistler, Izhikevich and others, e.g., Spike Response Models (SRM); Integrate-and-Fire Models (IFM) (Figure 4); Izhikevich models; adaptive IFM; probabilistic IFM [75, 76].

Based on the ECOS principles, an evolving spiking neural network architecture (eSNN) was proposed [17]. It was initially designed as a visual pattern recognition system. The first eSNNs were based on Thorpe’s neural model [77], in which the importance of early spikes (after the onset of a certain stimulus) is boosted, called rank-order coding and learning. Synaptic plasticity is employed by a fast supervised one-pass learning algorithm. Different eSNN models were developed, including:
- Reservoir-based eSNN for spatio- and spectro-temporal pattern recognition (Figure 5) [78];
- Dynamic eSNN (deSNN) [79] – a model that uses both rank-order and time-based spike-time dependent plasticity (STDP) learning rules [80] to account for spatio-temporal data.

![Fig. 4 The structure of the LIFM of a spiking neuron](image-url)
Extracting fuzzy rules from an eSNN would make the eSNN not only efficient learning models, but also knowledge-based models. A method was proposed [81] and illustrated in Figure 6a and Figure 6b. Based on the connection weights (W) between the receptive field layer (L1) and the class output neuron layer (L2), the following fuzzy rules can be extracted:

\[
\text{IF } (\text{input variable } v \text{ is SMALL}) \text{ THEN class } C_i; \\
\text{IF } (v \text{ is LARGE}) \text{ THEN class } C_j
\]  

(a) A simple structure of an eSNN for 2-class classification based on one input variable using 6 receptive fields to convert the input values into spike trains.

(b) The connection weights of the connections to class \( C_i \) and \( C_j \) output neurons respectively are interpreted as fuzzy rules.
The eSNN use spike information representation, spiking neuron models, and spike learning and encoding rules, and the structure is evolving to capture spatio-temporal relationship from data.

### 3.2 Applications of eSNN for AI

Numerous applications based on different eSNN models have been reported, among them:
- Advanced spiking neural network technologies for neurorehabilitation [82];
- Object movement recognition [83];
- Multimodal audio and visual information processing [84];
- Ecological data modelling and prediction of the establishment of invasive species [85];
- Integrated brain data analysis [86];
- Predictive modelling method and case study on personalized stroke occurrence prediction [87].

### 3.3 Quantum inspired optimization of eSNN

eSNN have several parameters that need to be optimized for an optimal performance. Several successful methods have been proposed for this purpose, among them are: Quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm (QiEA) [88], and Quantum-inspired particle swarm optimization method (QiPSO) [89].

Quantum inspired optimization methods use the principle of superposition of states to represent and optimize features (input variables) and parameters of the eSNN [17]. Features and parameters are represented as qubits, which are in a superposition of 1 (selected) with a probability $\alpha$, and 0 (not selected) with a probability $\beta$. When the model has to be calculated, the quantum bits “collapse” into a value of 1 or 0.

### 3.4 Neuromorphic implementations of SNN

Using SNN neuromorphic computational models can be developed. Opposite to the traditional von Neumann computational architecture, where memory, control and ALU are separated, in neuromorphic models all these modules are integrated together as they are in the brain.

To make the implementation of SNN models more efficient, specialized neuromorphic hardware has been developed, including:
- A hardware model of an integrate-and-fire neuron [90];
- A silicon retina [91];
- INI Zürich SNN chips [92, 93];
- IBM True North [94]. The system enables parallel processing of 1mln spiking neurons and 1 billion synapses;
- DVS and silicon cochlea (ETH, Zurich);
- Stanford NeuroGrid [95]. The system has 1 million neurons on a board, 6 3 billion connections, and is realized as hybrid analogue/digital circuits;
- SpiNNaker [96]. The system is a general-purpose, scalable, multichip multicore platform for real-time massively parallel simulations of large scale SNN.
The neuromorphic platforms are characterized by massive parallelism, high speed and low power consumption. For their efficient application, they require the development of SNN computational models for learning from data.


4.1 Deep learning neural networks (DNN)

Deep learning neural networks (DNN) are ANN that have several layers of neurons and connections in their structures (rather than 3 as shown in Figure 1b). A class of DNN is the convolutional DNN, where neurons at the first layer learn features only within a small subsection of the input vector data (e.g., a small square of pixels from an image). These neurons are connected to the next layer where features are combined, until the output classification layer, where output classes are determined. An example is shown in Figure 7.

![An example of a convolutional DNN](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolutional_neural_network)

DNNs are excellent for vector- or frame-based data, but not much for temporal (or spatio-/spectro-temporal data). There is no time of asynchronous events learned in the model. They are difficult to adapt to new data and the structures are not flexible.

4.2 Brain-like AI machines. NeuCube.

Inspired by the deep learning in the brain, a deep learning machine was developed, named NeuCube [86]. It was initially designed for spatio-temporal brain data modelling, but then it was also used for climate data modelling and stroke occurrence prediction and other applications [87].

The NeuCube framework is depicted in Figure 8. It consists of the following modules:
- Input information encoding module;
- 3D SNN reservoir module (SNNr);
- Output (e.g. classification) module;
- Gene regulatory network (GRN) module (optional);
- Optimization module (optional).
The input module transforms input data into trains of spikes. Spatio-temporal data (such as EEG, climate, cybersecurity, financial, etc.) is entered after the encoding into the main module – the 3D SNN reservoir (SNNr). Input data is entered into pre-designated spatiotemporally distributed areas of the SNNr that correspond to the spatial location in the origin where data was collected (if there is such).

Learning in the SNN is performed in two stages:
- Unsupervised training, where spatio-temporal data is entered into relevant areas of the SNNr over time. Unsupervised learning is performed to modify the initially set connection weights. The SNNr will learn to activate the same groups of spiking neurons when similar input stimuli are presented, also known as a polychronization effect [76].
- Supervised training of the spiking neurons in the output classification module, where the same data that was used for unsupervised training is now propagated again through the trained SNN and the output neurons are trained to classify the spatio-temporal spiking pattern of the SNNr into pre-defined classes (or output spike sequences). As a special case, all neurons from the SNN are connected to every output neuron. Feedback connections from output neurons to neurons in the SNN can be created for reinforcement learning. Different SNN methods can be used to learn and classify spiking patterns from the SNNr, including the deSNN [79] and SPAN models [97]. The latter is suitable for generating motor control spike trains in response to certain patterns of activity of the SNNr.

Memory in the NeuCube architecture is represented as a combination of the three types of memory described below, which are mutually interacting:
- Short-term memory, represented as changes of the PSP and temporary changes of synaptic efficacy;
- Long-term memory, represented as a stable establishment of synaptic efficacy – long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD);
- Genetic memory, represented as a genetic code.
In NeuCube, similar activation patterns (called “polychronous waves”) can be generated in the SNNr with recurrent connections to represent short term memory. When using STDP learning, connection weights change to form LTP or LTD, which constitute long-term memory.

Results of the use of the NeuCube suggest that the NeuCube architecture can be explored for learning long (spatio-)temporal patterns and to be used as associative memory. Once data is learned, the SNNr retains the connections as a long-term memory. Since the SNNr learns functional pathways of spiking activities represented as structural pathways of connections, when only a small initial part of input data is entered the SNNr will “synfire” and “chain-fire” learned connection pathways to reproduce learned functional pathways. Thus, a NeuCube can be used as an associative memory and as a predictive system with a wide scope of applications.

4.3 Applications of NeuCube for AI

For a classification or a regression problem based on temporal- or spatio/spectro-temporal data, a NeuCube based system can be designed and implemented following the steps below:

(a) Input data transformation into spike sequences;
(b) Mapping input variables into spiking neurons;
(c) Unsupervised learning spatio-temporal spike sequences in a scalable 3D SNN reservoir;
(d) On-going learning and classification of data over time;
(e) Dynamic parameter optimization;
(f) Adaptation on new data, possibly in an on-line/real time mode;
(g) Model visualization and interpretation for a better understanding of the data and the processes that generated it;
(h) Implementation of the SNN model as both software and a neuromorphic hardware system (if necessary).

A NeuCube development system, that allows for the above steps to be explored for a final design of an efficient application system, is available from: http://www.kedri.aut.ac.nz/neucube/. Several applications of NeuCube are described in [98]. In [99], a method for using SNN for efficient data compression is introduced, with wide range of applications in telecommunication. In [100] a survey of applications using NeuCube SNN machine can be found.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents briefly methods of artificial neural networks (ANN) and directs users which method to use depending on the data and the problem in hand. According to the type of the data, these applications can be classified as:

- Static (vector-based) data;
- Temporal data (e.g., climate, financial);
- Spatio-temporal data with fixed spatial location of variables (e.g., cybersecurity, brain data);
- Spatio-temporal data with changing locations of the spatial variables (e.g., moving objects);
- Spectro-temporal data (e.g. radio-astronomy, audio).

According to the characteristics of the data, the applications can be:
- Sparse features/low frequency (e.g. climate data, ecological data, multisensory data);
- Sparse features/high frequency (e.g. EEG brain signals, seismic data related to earthquakes);
- Dense features/low frequency (e.g. financial data);
- Dense features/high frequency (e.g. radio-astronomy data).

The paper presents first principles of various ANN and then surveys their use in practical systems. The paper specifically addresses the problem of designing systems for adaptive learning and knowledge discovery from complex data, emphasizing on one particular direction named ECOS. Different types of ANN and ECOS methods in particular are suitable for different applications as discussed in the paper. The paper advocates that integrating principles derived from neural networks, fuzzy systems, evolutionary computation, quantum computing and brain information processing, could lead to more efficient information technologies [100].

Further use of SNN is anticipated in several directions:
- Spatio-temporal data compression [101];
- Security systems [102, 103];
- Personal assistance [104,105]
- Automated financial, banking and trading systems [106].
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